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10. By integration by parts, we have

I" sin2* x cos xdx__2a (n+p) f* Bingp+atc<fo.

Jo *n+P 2P+l Jo An+P+I 5

which, by (2),
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1. If the equations

coexist in integers, dbPy3 mnst be of the form 4a5(a*—51), a and 6
being of different species, or of the form a&(a8—68), a and & being
of the same species. In fact, u and v are both even or both odd; and,
if we write ct+/S for u, a—-/3 for v, then

and, putting a*—61 for;a, 2ab for |3, we get

where a, b may be taken as of different species. On the other hand, if
a, b are of the same species, as9, Pi/8, w8, w8 are all divisible by 4, so that
Pyn = ab(a%—6s). Otherwise; snpposing a, & to be of different species,
we may write a for a+6, 6' for a—6, so that

2 ' 2 *
Another form is given by

P.4t>y=w4—1>4;

and, generally, taking a8/38(a4—13*) for ab{a?—68), it appears that

where g8 may or may not be the greatest sqnare factor in o4—134, and
a, /3 are, as we please, of the same or different species. In this case, we

D 2
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have the identity

the ambiguous signs being taken both pins or both minus. We do not,
h6wever, really limit the problem if we consider P as free from
square factors, and a, b as prime to one another, and of different
species. The form of P is then given by

, a&(a$-&8) = ± P . F J (a),
where V* is the greatest square which is a factor of the left-hand
expression.

It is easy, therefore, to obtain an indefinite number of admissible
values of P ; but if we aim at obtaining primes, or the double of primes,
the direct method becomes impracticable.*

A more manageable rule, employed by Leonardo Fibonacci, consisted
in making three of the uumbers a, b, a—b, a + b, squares. This rule
includes nil admissible primes. I have thought it worth while to de-
velope the analysis a little further than I find it carried in the work
of Prof. Genocchi, referred to below, in order to narrow the field and
obtain more frequent prime results.

2. For prime values of P, the cases are as follows:—
(I.) a = k\ b = /», **+? = m\ t?-ti=±Pni;

whence we have k = p*—q\ I = 2pq ;

• Professor Genocchi gives a full account, with further developments of Fibonacci's
investigations, in a memoir entitled, " Sopra Tre Scritti inediti di Leonardo Pisano
pubblicati da Baldasarre Boncompagni Note Analitiche" (Tortolini, Ann., Tom;
vi., 1866). It appears that the " Liber Quadratorum" of the Piean Mathematician
originated in his study of the system afi + 5 = y1, x3—6 = a3.

Kumbers of the form 4ab(ai—b3), when a and b are of different species, and
aJ(a8—b\ when a and b are of the same species, are termed by him congruous
numbers; and the connected rational squares are said to be congruent to them. Their
theory is presented in an ingenious form, dependent on the theorem that the sum of
consecutive odd numbers commencing with unity is a square.

The general system of equations has been since treated of by Pacioli (the author
of the first printed Algebra), Cossali, and others. Euler notices it briefly in his
"Algebra."

The evaluation of x, y, u, v is easy, when P is known in the form of
<Ll£Lr_!1 or ? g . The difficulty of the problem consists in determining whether

a given number P is admissible; or, as it may be stated, whether three rational
squares in arithmetical progression can have P as their common difference. When
one solution x, y, u, v is known, an infinite number of other solutions can be found.
Fibonacci, who wrote in the first half of the thirteenth century, givos the theorem
that P cannot be a square; in other words, that the difference of two different fourth
powers cannot be a square.

I ought also to refer to a paper by M. Ed. Lucas, " Recherches sur plusieurs
ouvrages de Ldonard de Pise et BUT di verses questions d'Arithm6tique Supe'rieure"
(Boncompagni, Bull, x., pp. 129—193, 239—293, 1877). The part of the memoir
bearing on the present subject is, however, brief. M. Lucas shows how to obtain
the systems of solutions (x, y, u, v), exemplifying his method by the cases of P = 6,
i ' 6 " "
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and p'-g*+2pq = ±Pr*, '

tf-f-2pq = is".
Ifp and q be taken negatively as well as positively, these equations
comprise all the necessary forms. Moreover, we need only take fl1 with
the positive sign, because

* J l (i + 2 ) 1 - V = *•
are equivalent systems.

Putting, then, s = 2X8—p\ which is its necessary form, we have

««= 2 {2\'+p'db2X/i}'-(2\'+/<':fc4X/0at

and JJ = 2\8+/i*±2X^,

jp + g =2X1+/i1
:fc4X/*;

the ambiguous signs being taken both positive or both negative.

Consequently {2(X+/*)»-fi8{9-8Xy = ±Pr* (A),

I* being odd, X odd or even, and X or fi being taken negatively as well
as positively.

The form of P is 8a d= 1.

If P is of the form 8a—1, we must have a negative result, so that,

absolutely, 2X8+/** < 2X^ {2 + y ^ } ,

and \OT n must be taken with a negative sign.

(II.) o = ft8, & = P, fcl-?= ± m \ ft1 + P = Pn\

Writing h = X8+/ti8,1 = 2X/x, or vice »ers#, we get

(X'+f»B)a+4XV = < X + ^ 4 t ( X -^) 4 = Pn8 (B),
X, /i being of different species.

The form of P is 8a+ l .

( i n . ) a = ft8, 6 = PP, fr4 \

(1) A;4—P9?4 == m8. This is equivalent to the original system; and if
the derived equation belongs to the same case, we should now have
b = PP, l'<l. Hence, by Format's principle, we must arrive at one
of the other cases.

(2) m'-k* = m8. We write PI* =>'+gl , V = 2p2, and p =
= 2s>. T h e n r4+4s4 = PP.
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But we may now write (r—$)*+& = PP, .

[Nov. 13,

and we have two sub-cases; namely,

giving

and

(0) ;
r+« = 2\ft, 8 = Xs—ft8,

giving 4(X8-ft8-X,t)8+(X8-fi8)8 = B 8 (D);

where (0) gives P of the form 8o + l, and (D) gives it of the form
8a+5, and includes all the admissible prime values of P of that form.
We take X, ft of opposite species, and positively or negatively.

The cases are now exhausted, and it appears, as shown by Prof.
Genocchi, that P cannot be a prime of the form 8a 4-3.*

3. The formulsa arrived at are somewhat rich in primes for low values
of X and ft. As to the forms 8a + 1 , the results overlap, and the same
values, e.g. 41, may satisfy (A), (B), and (C).

I give a few results of the different formulra—

1,
1,
1,
1,
3,
9,

1,
3,
1,
-2,
2,

0,
1,

1,
2,
5,
12,
8,

A,
-1,
1,

-2,
-3,
-1,
-2,

2,
2,
4,

1,
1,

1,
2,

-2,
3,

-2,

-1,
—5,

r
7
41
31
23
71
47
41
313
353

41
137

5
13
109
29
37
53
61

(A),

.(B),

•(0),

Numerous high primes appear in all the series for low values of X, ft.

"Note Analitiche," p. 103, or Tortolini, vi., p. 315.
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4. Having regard to the doable of a prime, say 2P, we may write 26
for 6 in (a), a being odd and 6 odd or even. We then have the

condition ab (a9~46') = ± P . 7*.

The cases to be considered are

I. a = ft8, 5 = P, # + 2 ? = m8, tf-2P = ±Pn\

Here I cannot be odd, and writing

h = \$-2fx\ I = 2X/i,

we get (\8-2,u8)9-8\y = ±Pra9 (A'),

X being odd, and /t* odd or even.
The forms of P are 8a=fcl.

II. a = &8, b = P, fc8 -2P = w9, ^ + 2 ? = Pu9.

Since I cannot be odd, we write h = Xa+2/ia, J — 2X/i,

and then (X9+2/x2)9+8XV9 = Pn9 (B1).

The form of P is 8o + 1 .

i n . a = &9, 6 = P, 2P-fc9 = m9, &9+2P = Pn9.

Writing l=\i+p\ k = X8-j*8+2X/t,

we get (X9-/*9+2X/i)
8+2(X9+/i8)8 = Pw9 (C),

X, /i being of opposite species, and being taken negatively and positively.
The form of P i s 8a+3.

IV. a = # , 6 = PP, ^ - ^ F Z * = m9;

and therefore # + 2 P P = r8, Jfc8-2PP = s8,

the original system as to form; and, therefore, by Fermat's principle, we
must arrive at one of the other cases, as in the analogous case of primes.

V. • a = k\ b = PP, 4-FP-k* = TO9

is impossible, h being odd.

VI. a=zPW, J = P, Paft*-4P = m\

Here I must be even, and we may write

Pfc9 =i>8+2
9, P =i>2, p =X8, 2 = p\

giving X ' + ^ P f c 8 (D'),
X, fi being of opposite species.

TheformofPis8o + l.

VII. a = P&8, 6 = P, 4P-P9A;* = w9

is an impossible case.
From, the foregoing results, it appears that P cannot be of the form
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8a+5*, but may be of the form 8a+3, and these primes are included
in one formula (C) exclusively.

Hence «?+Fy* in integers cannot be a square if P is a prime of
form 8a+5.

I give a few results of the different formulse—

.(A'),

(B'),

•(IT).
1, 2, 17 ̂
1, 4, 257
3, 2, 97 J

5. When P is a given prime of one of the possible forms, it is not
easy to determine by a definite process whether it is admissible or not.
If we can transform the system into another of obvious solution, or in-
volving inconsistency of form, the question may be answered. Solu-
tions obtained by forming tables of " congruous quantities," the
differences of fourth powers, &c., are more or less accidental, and the
formula I have given are, of coarse, open to the same objection.

We may, however, employ these formulae to determine the inadmissi-
bility of certain primes, and for this purpose the forms of the results
must be examined more closely.

• FOT the case of P=6, see " Note Analitiche," p. 87, or Tortolini, vi., p. 299.
I have found, however, since the above was written, that M. Genocchi has pub-

1874, lxxviii.,
The author

primes. Thus tbe product of two primes
of form 8m + 3, and the double of the product of two primes of form 8m + 6, are
alike inadmissible. The communication contains only the enunciations of results,
and I do not know whether the proofs have been elsewhere given.
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Let P be a prime of the form 8a+1, the equation (A) gives Pi* of

the forms (8a- l ) 9 -8(2/3+l) 9 = 16<+9, X odd,

(8a + l)»-8(2/3)9 = 16*+1, Xeven;

for 2(\+/J)1—n* is essentially positive under the condition

Let P = (8a+«)s—8ft9, where « = ± 1 or ± 3 , and

If & is odd, we have the forms

(8a'+ 3s) ' -8 (2/3^', 2 odd, X even,

(8a + «)* - 8 (2/3'+1)1, j even, X odd.

The consistent values of 8 are + 3 and —1, for

is essentially positive for a positive.
If k is even, the forifcs are

(8a + 3s)s-8(2/3'+l)9, q odd, X odd,

(8a'+ «)• - 8 (2/3')9, g even, X even.

The consistent values of 8 are —3 and + 1 .
And we have the following inconsistent and inadmissible forms of P

(8a-3)»-8 (2/3+1)1 = 1 (mod. 16),
(8a + l ) 8 - 8 (20 + iy = 9 (mod. 16),
(8a+3)9-8 (2/3)f = 9 (mod. 16),
( 8 a - l ) 8 - 8 (2/3)» = 1 (mod. 16).

Next, as to the formulro (B) and (C) :
The forms for (B) are

(8a-3)f+16(2/3+l)f, M = 2(2/3+l),Xodd,
/x=4/3, Xodd.

In (G) the forms are

(8a±3)1+16(2/3+l)9, /* = 2(2/3+1), Xodd,
(8a±l)9+16(2/3)9, n = 4fi, Xodd.

Now, if P = (8a+«)9+16&\ Pn* or Pi9 may be written, if n* or
1 9 8 8 4 ' 8 J

{(8a+s) 0>9-4^) + 16kpq }'+16 {Jc ( p J -
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And if A; be odd, the forms are
(8a'±3s)8+16(2/3')*, g'odd, / even} , .
(8a'±«)8 +16(2/3'+1)8, g'even, / o d d )

where 2/*'= /x.
The consistent values of s are it 3 for (B) and (C).

If h be even, the forms are

(8a ± 3s)8 + 16 (2/7+ I)1, q odd, / odd } , ,.
(8a'± s)8 +16 (2/3')8, q even, / even j

The consistent forms of 8 are ± 1.
Hence, we have the inadmissible forms of P,

(8a±l)8+16(2/3+l)8 ,
(8a±3)8+16(2/3)8.

Putting these results together, we get the following criteria for
inadmissible forms of P:—

P = ( 8 o ±l)8+16(2/3 + l
= ( 8 a ' - 3 ) s - 8(2/r+ l)8^ = 1 (mod. 16),

or = ( 8 a " - I ) 8 - 8(2/3")J

P = ( 8 ±3)8+16(2j3)8

= (8a + 3)»- 8 (2/3')8 \ = 9 (mod. 16).

or = ( 8 a " + l ) 8 - 8(2/3'+

6. The forms of jp8—2<f = 1 are, however,

(8a+l)8-8(2j3)8,
or (8a+3)s-8(2/3+l)8.

Hence any positive number P8—8Q8 may be put into two forms
(8a + 8y -8/38,
(8a'+ 3s)-8/3'8,

where « = ± 1 and /3, ft are of different species. We may, therefore,
omit one of the corresponding alternative forms in the above criteria.

But, further, if a number of the form (8a ± 1)8+16 (2)3+1)8, when
the squares are relatively prime, is transformable into P8—8Q8, we
cannot have the form (8a"+ l ) 8 - 8 (2/3")1.

For, then, (8a ± 1)8+16 (2/3+1)8 = (8a"+ l)s—32/3"a,

64(a//8-a8) + 16 (a"=F a) = 16 (2/3+l)8+320"8,

(a"=F a) [4 (a"± a) + l ] = (2/3 + l)8+2/3"8;
and a":p a being odd, 4 (a"± a ) + l is of the form 8n—3, and a''^ a
must be of the form 8m—1 or 8m—3. Now, a prime factor of these
forms must enter squared, if at all; and then a"^ a and 4 (a"± a)+1,
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and consequently 80 ± 1 and 8a" + 1, must respectively contain such
a factor in common with 2/3+1 and j3", contrary to supposition.

Similarly, it may be shown that a number (8a ±3)*+16 (2/3)*
transformed into P8—8QS cannot be of the form (8a'— 3)*—8 (2(¥)%,
P and Q being relatively prime. And we may add, that

(8a ±1)8+16(2/3) '

cannot be transformed into (8a"-l)8-8(2/3")8, or (8a db 3)'+16 (2/3+1)*
into (8a'+ 3 ) 8 -8 (2/37.

We find, then, generally, that primes of the forms
(8a±l)8+16(2/3 + l)8,

and (8a±3)s+16(2/3)8,

are inadmissible.
In other words, if P be such a prime,

aj*+4Py = u%

is impossible in whole numbers. '

7. All these excluded primes are such that' the doubles of them are
not decomposable into sums of two squares by continued fractions j

i.e., cannot satisfy #8—2Py% = —1 (6),
a and y being integers.

In fact, we should have [see results (a), (a')]

which is inconsistent with the above forms, since the squared numbers
differ by ± 3 in form relative to the modulus 8.

The consistent class of primes does, however, comprise numbers
which fail to satisfy the equation (6).

As to primes of the form 8»—1 or 8n+5,1 do not find any corres-
ponding criteria of exclusion. Nor, when we consider P as the double
of a prime, have I detected any inconsistency depending- on the
modulus 8.

I do not know that any odd prime > 1 , not excluded by the criteria,
or of the form 8ft+3, or that any double, other than 2, of an odd prime,
not of the form 2 (8n+5), has been shown to be inadmissible.

In the following list of primes of the form 8m+1, those marked with
an asterisk are excluded:—

17* 113 257 401*
41 137 281* 409
73* 193* 813 433*
89* 233* 337 449*
97* 241* 353 457
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8. Although the present subject does not require any development
of the remark at the commencement of the last article, I may as well
mention here the more general form of the result. The conclusion
stated is founded on the fact that a prime can be represented as the
sum of two integer squares only in one way.

But we may consider P as compounded of prime factors of the form
8m+l, so that P = A*+16& = (P-Sl?, where A and Bt 0 and D,
are relative primes.

I. It follows from §6, that all the decompositions a'+/3s are of the
same form; namely,

(8a+«)'+16(2j3+l)f, s = ± l o r ± 3 ,
or (8o+s)f+16(2j3).

II. And, farther, that if P is of the form (8a =fc I)1+16 (2/3+1)*, or
(8a+3)l+16(2/3*), the equation »'—2Py*=—1 cannot hold in
integers, and the method of continued fractions fails to give the de-
compositions of 2P into the sum of two square integers.

As to (I.), for example; suppose that P can be put into the form
(8a ± 1)*+16 (2|3)f, and also in the form (8a ± l) f+16 (2/3 + 1)1. Then
P can be put into the forms ( 8 a - l ) 8 - 8 (2/3)8 and (8a+l)»-8 (2/3)1,
which forms are mutually exclusive, by §6.

The conclusion evidently does not hold for numbers having prime
faotors of the form 8m+5; e.g.,

145 = 5.29 = 1*+16. S9 = 9*+16.21.

The result (II.) follows as in the case of P prime.

December 11th, 1879.

C. W. MERRIFIELD, Esq., F.R.S., President, in the Chair.

The following Members were elected:—
Mr. W. Burnside, M.A., Fellow of Pembroke College, Cambridge ;

Mr. J. R. Harris, M.A., Fellow of Clare College, Cambridge; Dr. W.
Jack, formerly Fellow of St. Peter's College, Cambridge, Professor of
Mathematios in the University of Glasgow; Mr. W. J. Curran Sharp,
M.A., Ex-scholar of Trinity College, Dublin; Prof. W. Woolsey
Johnson, St. John's College, Annapolis, Maryland, U.S.

The Auditor (Mr. R. F. Scott, M.A.) stated that he had been to the
Bank of England, and found that the Treasurer's statement as to the
monies therein deposited, was true, and that he had examined the
Accounts and found them correct.
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On the proposal of the Chairman, a vote of thanks was passed to the
Auditor.

The following communications were made :—
"Note on a Method of obtaining the ^-formula for the Sine-

amplitude in Elliptic Functions:" Mr. J. W. L. Glaisher, P.R.S.
"Note on a Numerical Theorem connected with the Cubical

Division of Space:" the President.
"Notes on Curvature:" Mr. J. J. Walker, M.A.
" A Property of a Linkage:" Mr. A. B. Kempe, B.A.

The following presents were made to the Society :—
" Proceedings of the Royal Society," Vol. xxix., No. 198.
" Educational Times," December, 1879.
"Bulletin des Sciences Mathematiques et Astronomiques," Aout,

1879.
" American Journal of Mathematics, Pure and Applied," Vol. ii.,

No. 3, September, 1879; Baltimore.

Note on a Method of obtaining the qformula for the Sine-amplitude
in Elliptic Functions. By J. W. L. GLAISHEB, M.A., F.R.S.

[Bead December llth, 1879.]

The present Note contains a very short method of deducing the
j-series for sn u from the ^-products for sn u, en u, dn u.

1. The products are

y,!^. (iii.),
—2<f*~l cos 2a; +qtn~*

where u denotes , and the product symbol II refers to the letter f»,

which is to have all positive values from n = 1 to n = oo.
Taking the logarithm of (iii.), and differentiating, we have, as in the

Fundamenta Nova, pp. 99, 100,

dnu


